Chapter 7: Immigrants and Urbanization

Crossword Puzzle

Across
1. Favoritism toward native-born Americans
8. Urban transportation system (two words)
10. West Indians and Mexicans came to U.S. to find this
11. West Coast immigrants included Chinese and ______
13. They left Russia to escape religious persecution
14. Major source of organized anti-Chinese sentiment
15. Term for U.S. social mix of cultures and races (two words)

Down
2. Form of transportation in San Francisco
3. Multifamily urban dwelling, often unsanitary
4. Immigrants with goal to "fly" home wealthy (three words)
5. Ending this was Pendleton Civil Service Act goal
6. Political ring leader who defrauded New York City (two words)
7. Reform-minded president shot in train station
9. Term for opponent of spoils system reform
12. Political influence for personal gain